
 SALES PROCESS 



Do I clearly
understand the
customer's
strategic challenges
(e.g. MEDDPICC),
history and causes
of those
challenges, and
their buying
process?

Has the customer
confirmed that this
solution will resolve
their challenges,
and do I know how
they will measure
its success?   

Has the decision
maker confirmed
the hardware and
software
specifications,
timeline, and
delivery plan?   

Do I know how they
will measure its
success?

Has the customer
confirmed that the
solution fits within
their budget
(including whose
budget)?

Has the customer 
 confirmed that the
dollar commitment
reflects the value
they believe they'll
receive from the
solution? 

Are we starting
small and growing
big with the
customer?  

Has LVT been
awarded an RFP (if
applicable) and have
all the responsible
stakeholders stated
they are signed off
on the proposal and
the delivery plan
(including Info-Sec,
compliance, and
finance reviews)? 

Has the customer's
procurement and
counsel completed
their due diligence?

Have they
approved the
contract and order
form for signature?

Does the
customer's signer
have resolution on
all expressed and
anticipated
questions,
requests, and
concerns?

Is everything in
place so that the
client has a smooth
transition to
implementation
and successful first
few weeks with our
product?
Do I know how we
are measuring
success?
Do I know who is
measuring that
success on the LVT
side?
Do I know what the
next opportunities
are?
If qualified who is
the assigned CSM?
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Metrics
Economic buyer
Decision criteria
Decision process
Paper Process
Identify pain
Champion
Competition

Do I clearly understand the customer's strategic
challenges (e.g. MEDDICC), history and causes of
those challenges, and their buying process?

Company info
Locations
Peer Decision Makers
Additional use cases

Hold necessary Discovery
Meeting(s)
Schedule a Demo call and send
a calendar invite to the
customer
Prepare a tailored needs-
solution pairing presentation
for the customer 
Discovered if there are options
to avoid an RFP ie. Sole Source
letter other contracts that can
we can piggyback on.
Find like use cases
White space:

Take a few minutes to tell me
about your situation.
Walk me through your pain
points. How do you see this being
a solution?
Tell me about the reason you say
XYZ...
What steps have you already
taken?
What security software are you
currently using?
What solutions have worked?
What hasn't?
Is this more about relieving pain
or about an ROI? Possibly both?
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In this stage, you should be able to answer this strategic 
question: 
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STAGE 2 - SOLUTIONS PRESENTATION ACTIONS REQUIRED:

Understand MEDDICC and competitive
landscape
Hold Demo(s) and Validation meeting(s)
Confirm vendor approval and 
buying process
Gather rough timeline
Confirm available budget, resources,
priorities, key stake holders' endorsement 
Enter solution bundle to the opportunity
section
Make sure overall notes in the Account
Plan reflect the Milestones above
Set Technical Review meeting
date/time/location on everyone's
calendars 

SAMPLE DRILL-DOWN
QUESTIONS:

Does this feel like it checks the
boxes for you? 
Is this solution what you
visualized? 
Is there anything that we’re
missing here? 
Is there anything I didn’t
cover?
Is there anything you need
clarification on?

In this stage, you should be able to answer this
strategic question: 

Has the customer confirmed that this
solution will resolve their challenges,
and do I know how they will measure
its success?
Have I effectively connected the dots
and paired the customer's needs to a
solution?

If the RFP process can be avoided
through a sole source document or a
contract already in place this is ideal.
If RFP is required can we
participate/help drawing that up?

Reminder-
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STAGE 3 - TECHNOLOGY SAMPLE DRILL-DOWN
QUESTIONS:

What security software are
you currently using? 
What have you enjoyed
about it, and what would
you change? 
What’s your ideal scenario
for alerts?
How do you see this being
an improvement from your
current solution?

In this stage, you should be able to answer these strategic questions: 

Has the decision maker confirmed the hardware and
software specifications, timeline, and delivery plan?

Do I know how they will measure its success?

What technical integrations, configurations,
requirements does the customer stipulate?

ACTIONS REQUIRED: 

Send NDA and get it signed 
Hold meeting about
architecture and integration 
Ensure customer tech team
reviews LVT technical
specifications (hardware and
software) 
Hold Integration meeting (if
applicable) 
Receive verbal agreement
from customer on technical
requirements
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Has the customer confirmed that the solution
fits within their budget (including whose
budget)?

Has the customer confirmed that the dollar
commitment reflects the value they believe
they'll receive from the solution?

Are we starting small and growing big with the
customer?

Has the client confirmed their budget (and
whose it is) for the product volume, start date,
length of subscription, and pricing in the
proposal?

STAGE 4 - PROPOSAL ACTIONS REQUIRED: 

Use them for Case Studies
Reference for future clients
Mutual press releases
Allow logo on our website

Gather unit volume, rough budget,
confirm timeline (ETA of when they
want the units, and how long they’ll
have the units) 
Create quote and send proposal 
Meet with key decision makers
regarding quote and proposal
Send MSA to customer's legal team
for initial review
Customer gives verbal agreement
on ballpark budget
Ensure that the following items are
discussed and those items agreed
to are included in proposal.

In this stage, you should be able to answer these
strategic questions: 

SAMPLE TRANSITION
QUESTION:

 1. Of course you’re wondering about cost.
Everything I just showed you is going to range
anywhere from X per month to  Y per month
depending on which solution works best for your
situation and the technology that best fits your
needs. From there, we provide discounts based on
length of agreement and number of units placed.
Does that make sense?

 2. I am going to send you 3 options in the quote
that will include 12, 24, 36 mo/ terms.
3. "Price?" (customer)
Are we to that point?  I can send you a contract if
you're ready to buy. Do you have all the
information you need? With the needs we
discussed have you done the math on
implementing a solution? We have and our
standard pricing is "X", but in order to get you the
most competitive pricing there are a few items I
need to get from you.  Is now a bad time to get
that information? I would be happy to send you a
quote
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Has LVT been awarded an RFP (if applicable) and have
all the responsible stakeholders stated they are
signed off on the proposal and the delivery plan
(including Info-Sec, compliance, and finance reviews)? 

STAGE 5 - CONSENSUS ACTIONS REQUIRED:

Hold additional Demo(s) when needed
Has the customer completed their vendor due diligence
process, pricing negotiations, and submission for formal
internal approvals?
Hold executive alignment meeting to verify that
stakeholder/decision makers are aligned.
Verify final product SKUs
Review final proposal and agreement with customer
Receive verbal commitment from all stakeholders
Intro of LVT dedicated team to account (AE,CSM,IPM,CSR)

In this stage, you should be able to answer this strategic 
question: 
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Has the customer's procurement and counsel
(redlines) completed their due diligence?

Have they approved the contract and order form for
signature?

Does the customer's signer have resolution on all
expressed and anticipated questions, requests, and
concerns?

Use them for Case Studies
Reference for future clients
Mutual press releases
Allow logo on our website

Review and Sign-Off for Compliance Meeting(s)
Review and sign off Info-Sec 
(if applicable) Hold Privacy Review and Sign-Off Meeting(s)
(if applicable) Begin MSA negotiation
Create and send SOW
Create and send order form spec docs
Finalize MSA negotiation
Finalize SOW negotiation
Finalize order form spec docs
If applicable send sole source document
Verified if there are other contracts which preclude and RFP
Schedule Kickoff Call- Agenda: gameplan, strategy, communication cadence,
etc
Ensure that the following items are discussed and those items agreed to
are included in proposal.

 

STAGE 6 - NEGOTIATION 
In this stage, you should be able to answer these strategic 
questions: 

ACTIONS REQUIRED:
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STAGE 7 - CLOSED/WON ACTIONS REQUIRED: 

Get signed contract (Docusign, or wet signature)
Get Deal desk approval
Begin Implementation Kickoff 
Hold implementation kickoff with dedicated
team.
Hold Win/Loss Forum
Ask for referrals

In this stage, you should be able to answer these
strategic questions: 

Is everything in place so that the client
has a smooth transition to
implementation and successful first
few weeks with our service and
systems?
Do I know how the customer is
measuring success?
Do I know who is measuring that
success on the LVT side?
Do I know what the next
opportunities are?
If qualified who is the assigned CSM?

SAMPLE SURVEY
QUESTIONS:

Is there anyone you
know who could benefit
from this surveillance?
Has anyone brought up
surveillance to you that
may be interested in
learning more?
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